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The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks 
Answer all questions 

Part-I 

1 ~ Fill in the blanks : 
ca,g~aIg 0QG1 ~Q : · G.... ~ G.... 

1 X 8 

a) Which occurs first ? (Sersation/Perception) 
-~eJ6~ 6~00 ~~ ? (Q1°~Q~l l~ti(,') 

b) · The law of sensation states that the change in a 
__ that will be just noticeable is a constant 
ratio of the original stimulus. 

- < -0QOOYi', £1121 Q_Q 9Q10Yi'Q <aQl~IG6Q 6Wl£1IQeJI~ 

c) Vertigo is a symptom related to __ 

(Inner ear / Inner eye) 
-,< -

,< Q~6£1I 629~ ~G Q~61 £1121 __ Q12 ~S!iGG I 

( cl~~<@Q Gi I clQ~<@Q ell~) 
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d) Optic nerves form an X-shaped structure 

called--
~ij~Jq '<!Gi' Q0 61l'oi'1 ~~61 'X' ~1Gi'l61 c!IQ6l Gi'QeN I 

o rl1 tD de, 
e) I",,._,, 0me~ry depends on a self that goes along 

with auto neotic awareness. 
,..,. < . ,,..,. ...-... 

--<i. § §~ Q06Q gQQ ~QeJI--Q ~121 ~19 Yll~ ~~ 

~6~ggg1 ~2 0Q~l§G' 621QeJr--Q I 

f) When 'Pool' becomes 'ool' while pronouncing it 

is an example· of · under speech errors. 

'Pool' 6£J6G'6Q6_~ 'ool' 0Q QglQ9 ~~, 9I21 __ Q 

~~I~ 621QeJI--Q I 

g) Specific examples ofboth symbols and concepts 

are called __ 
-,< 

~916? C3 tJIQGllQ gQ~ ~~,~~ __ ~21~1~ I 

h) · Atkinson-Shiffrin model is also known as 

model. 

~£1§gQg,-~g,Q.~\ Y16gQ~ -

(i21'11-<J . , 

--
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Part-II 

2. Answer any eight of the following within two to 

three sentences each : 1 ½ x 8 
-§6yJI~ 6~ 6~61~ ~IO~Q Q@Q ~GgYQ ~QGl §Ggl~ QIQY 

fl~6Q ~Qlg ~Q : 

a) How perception an4 sensation are connected? 

cJgQQ (3 QJ0 6QQg §~Q ~QQQ QJ~~~1~ ? .,.,_ ' 

b) How does sensation and perception affect 

behaviour? 

c) Does_ perception happen after trasduction ? 

tJIQQflg t:l6Q cJ~~§ i--Q § ? 

d) Where does transduction occure in eyes ? 

e) What is connection between learning and 

memory? 

~~GI (3 'i, G ~<UGQ ~0~~ Q '61 ? 
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f) What are the steps of leaning memo~y ? 

~g ~~61Q 0~G £.l.~Gi' Gi'~Gl Q'Gl ? 

g) What factors can cause forgetting ? 

6QQ 6QQ Gi'IQQ 62~ Q~Qsl ~'<J ? 

h) What part of the brain is for Iangulage-learning ? 
,..... \:, ~ \!I 

Ql~I 0og/~~Gl ~IQ 9tgijQ 6QQ ~0~ QIQ1 ? 

i) Which lobe is responsible for speech ? 
,_.... ~ ,......, Cl 

9J€iijQ 6QQ ~0~ Ql~~g ~IQ QIQ1 ? 

j) What is reasoning thinking in psychology ? 

- < - - < 
. yJgg6J QSHJgQ £)Q Q~IQ ~~IQ ~eJ Q '61 ? 

Part-III 

3. Write short notes on any eight of the following 

-within 75 words each: 2 x 8 

§6QI~ 6~ 6§161Q ~l0~61 ~0 ~t] ~~611 ~6£'4~ ~'8- ~Q 

~ct/6Q 'i:}QIQ (nlQ : 

~Sensory thresholds 
<-

QQ~~ '<1°6QQQ'811~g1 
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b) Sensory adaptation 

Ql0 6QQ1 ~~~<r? 

9 Observational learning 
' < -~~~6Q~61 '61~61 

d) Repression 
Q'rl<r? 

~ Spee~h Error 
QIQ,~~ 

f) Linguistic Hierarchy 
/ Ql~IQl63Q ~Q1QQ61 

_ g) Prototypes 

- 6~16£11£11Q<c:l I ~~Gl~-

h) Problem solving Approaches 
/ '<W1~41 §QIQQ~ ~IQ'r-J_'ti14 • 

i) Communication 

/ 6~1Ql6~1Q 

j) Semantic memory. 

I ~~~16jQ ~Q 
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Part-IV 

Answer the following within 500 words each 
§G~I~ i~QQ Q@Q g6£14Q '8- o o {;IQ6Q gQIQ QQ 

4 . a) · Write a note on the sensory receptor eye. 6 
----· -. <a0 6QQgl'2')I21 cJ0

~ ~~ @£l6Q '(JQ ~~£1€11 E;Q~ 

OR 
b) State and explain Gestalt laws. 

<aYiij QQYI QI 6~~~ §aYI· @6~~ QQ <i~lcJ 

5. a) Describe the Atkinson-and shiffrin model of 
memory. 6 

,...,. ,...,. ,..,. ....... < <;J.c. GQ ~£1.5n)g,QJg,-QJ(T,Qg, Y16gQ QJ~Q6Q GJl6Ql9~\ 
{nlQ I 

OR 
~State and explain the nature and principles of 

classical conditioning. 
< - - -< ~I~10t Ql@1QQ61Q gQy'1 ·(3 'y~Q gE;~~ 'cJQQ cll6Ql0~l . c-

QQ I 

6 a) State and explain the properties of language. 6 
Ql~IQ QQcJ Q~Gli~~ ~16Ql~gJ QQ I 

OR 



r 
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. b_} Describe various stages of language 

development. 
- < --Ql~l-996l~Q QQtl '9Q ~I6Ql~~I QQ 

7. a) Discuss the factors influencing decision 

making. 6 
""'< ""' ....... ........ 
~Q 6~1 ~~QI~ ~QIOO ~elQI QIQQ~~ ~16@IWI 

~QI 

OR r Distin~ish between Inductive and deductive 

reasomng. 
- ..... ,< 

Q6Q~~lijQ (3 ~~W1~IijQ gIQ Qgl Ylctl6Q 'y6~~ 

< 

Q~I~ I 
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MODEL QUESTION 

PSYCHOLOGY – CC – III (R&B) 

(Basic Psychological Processes) 

Time: 3 hours     SECTION – A     Full Marks: 60 

1. Fill in the blanks and answer to one word of the followings:   (1×8) 

a) Sensation provides us information about _____world. (external) 

b) ______perception is called hallucination. (False). 

c) Learning cannot be possible without ______. (motivation) 

d) The easiest method of measuring memory is ______method. (recognition) 

e) Crying is the _____stage of language development. (first) 

f) The basic purpose of communication is to produce ______. (information) 

g) Thinking always involves a ______. (problem) 

h) Concepts are products of ______. (reasoning) 

SECTION - B 

2. Answer any EIGHT of the followings within two to three sentences each:   (1 ½ x 8) 

a) What is Purkinjee phenomenon? 

b) What is Phi-phenomenon? 

c) What is spontaneous recovery? 

d) What is retrograde amnesia? 

e) What are morphemes? 

f) Define cluttering. 

g) Define concept. 

h) What is creativity? 

i) Define inductive reasoning. 

j) What is semantic memory? 

SECTION - C 

3. Answer any EIGHT of the followings within 75 words each:     (2 x 8) 

a) What is transduction? 

b) Discuss the error in perception. 

c) Discuss about stimulus differentiation. 

d) Discuss briefly the different types of memory. 

e) Discuss the critical period controversy in language acquisition. 

f) Distinguish between speech disorder and speech defect. 

g) Discuss the various stages of creative thinking. 

h) Discuss the role of conflict in decision making. 



 

i) Discuss the various types of reasoning. 

j) What is experimental extinction? 

SECTION – D  

4. What do you understand by sensation? Describe the structure and function of eye.  [6] 

OR 

What is perception? Critically examine the role of organization in perception. 

5. What is learning by conditioning? Distinguish between classical and operant conditioning. [6] 

OR 

Define memory. Discuss the Atkinson and Shifrin Model of memory. 

6. Define language. Describe the various stages of language acquisition.   [6] 

OR 

What is meant by defective speech? Describe different causes of speech error and its implications. 

7. Define thinking. Discuss thinking as problem solving behaviour.    [6] 

OR 

Discuss the various approaches to problem solving. 

 

  



 

MODEL QUESTION 

PSYCHOLOGY – CC – IV (R&B) 

(Processes of Human Empowerment) 

Time: 3 hours     SECTION – A     Full Marks: 60 

1. Fill in the blanks and answer to one word of the followings:   (1×8) 

a) According to _____, intelligence refers to comprehension, intention, direction and criticism. 

(Binet) 

b) Raven's Progressive Matrices is a test of ____. (Intelligence) 

c) Psychometric tests of personality defect the _____traits. (Surface) 

d) The type theory of personality was advanced by ______. (Jung) 

e) When motivation becomes stronger, the emotional responses become ______. (Stronger) 

f) Hypothalamus is the centre, which control ______behaviour. (Emotional) 

g) Social Perception and Processing social information depends upon subjective factors of ______. 

(Perception)  

h) The goal of Positive psychologists is to help people in changing their ______styles of thinking. 

(Negative) 

SECTION - B 

2. Answer any EIGHT of the followings within two to three sentences each:   (1 ½ x 8) 

a) Define spatial ability. 

b) What is I. Q.? 

c) Trait approach to personality. 

d) Define introvert. 

e) What is ego? 

f) What is drive? 

g) Define Personal motives. 

h) Define emotion. 

i) What is Social behaviour? 

j) Write the goal of Positive psychology. 

SECTION - C 

3. Answer any EIGHT of the followings within 75 words each:     (2 x 8) 

a) Discuss the environmental factors influencing intelligence. 

b) What do you mean by culture fair tests of intelligence? 

c) Briefly describe the Raven's Progressive metrics test. 

d) Define social cognitive theory. 

e) Discuss the biological determinants of personality. 

f) Discuss the arousal theory of motivation. 

g) Describe the role of learning in the development of emotion. 

h) Discuss the methods of processing social information. 

i) Describe the nature and characteristics of happiness. 

j) Discuss the ways to foster happiness. 

SECTION – D  

4. Define intelligence. Discuss the Stemberg’s theory of intelligence.    [6] 

OR 



 

How intelligence is measured? Discuss the concept of mental age and I.Q. in the measurement of 

intelligence. 

5. Define Personality. Briefly explain the Freud's theory of Personality.    [6] 

OR 

What do you mean by assessment of personality? Describe different projective techniques to assess 

personality. 

6. Define motivation. Discuss the importance of Maslow's need hierarchy theory to motivation. [6] 

OR 

What is emotion? Critically examine the James-Lange theory of emotion. 

7. What do you mean by attribution? Describe the major sources of biases in attribution. [6] 

OR 

Define positive psychology. Discuss briefly the factors influencing subjective well-being and 

personal growth. 

 

  


